
 

Agenda 

 

 

IS480 | FYP Client Meeting (2) 
MINUTES  DATE: JAN 14, 2011  TIME: 1300 - 1530  VENUE: SIS LEVEL 5 MEETING ROOM 

Reference: 14012011 

MEETING CALLED BY All 

TYPE OF MEETING Updates 

NAME STATUS 

LYNN CHANG CAIRU PRESENT 

CHERYL-JO TAN HUI FANG PRESENT  

PHILIP PANG KAH CHUAN PRESENT 

SHAUN THAM QINWEN PRESENT  

KELVIN CHING KIAN WENG PRESENT 

TEAM 

FIDELIS CORNELIA TAN HWEE 
PING PRESENT (MINUTES) 

1 Updating Chris 

2 Demo 

TOPIC COMMENTS 

DISCUSSION 

- Show Chris all the UI pages/screenshots before starting to code 
 

- Don’t wait till meeting with Chris to show what we have done 
o Email him about prototype, fonts, colours, etc à Make him more involved 
o Wants to know the plan, screenshots (ppt, jpeg, etc) à can share in Dropbox 
o Ask Chris more question 
o Push Chris hard as a client 

 
- Don’t write any code until you have confirmation on pictures/layout 

o Get Chris to commit on the branding first before coding 
o Do up a ppt on UI prototype to hugely reduce risks with the client  

 
- Get feedback early and often with Chris and Sandra 

 
- We are selling top 100 students in SG à advertise them to clients on cover page 

 
- There’s no embracing of Pivotal Tracker 

o To use it more actively 
 

- Have an up and running version of PE every Friday/week 
 

- Take a higher risk feature and implement it first  
 

- All about branding and usability results and experience 
o We are to give more business feedback  
o To have a marketing plan on how to attract users to the system 
o Design of UI and flow is all about the ‘marketing’ 

 
- Chris’ favourite tagline: 

o Move your dreams forward for a latte per day 
 
 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS  

TOPIC BUSINESS FLOW FEEDBACK 



 
 

DISCUSSION 

 
- Good to let people see projects before logging in à private vs public information 

 
- Only ask for information only when you need it à don’t need to ask all at once 

 
- Good that we show the people with their relevant skills set to SMEs 
- Don’t have to show the no. of people from each school to SMEs 
- Every student in Singapore counts à including NAFA, La Salle, etc  

o However, do they have technical skill? Platform deployment type badges, technical 
type badges aka Singpath 

- First core for this system is technical people à shortage of technical people à graphic 
designers are not a priority as of yet à if can figure out how to measure quality of graphics 
then Chris is all for it à can even add a portfolio measure for defining the quality of designers, 
but must do this programmatically 

o Perhaps link to 99designs? à A website for graphic designers 
 

- Profile page à students can link to their linkedIn page/etc to show their progress on PE for 
others to see 
 

- Advanced feature à can do search 
 

- Ranking of students IMPORTANT! à for SMEs to view top few students (Chris is all for this) 
 

- Architecture/framework à how to measure using badges? (e.g. Django, rails, etc) à maybe can 
just add a simple drop down list for the student to choose 
 

- Biggest usability risk à ability to turn a spec into an iteration plan à maybe can turn a 
paragraph into iterations by highlighting certain parts of sentences to drag and drop into an 
iteration plan 
 

- Should a buyer be able to award the bids to two different students?  
 

- Min of $25 a week on PE (minimum wage) 
 

- Think more about the experience when designing the UI 
- MUST COMMUNICATE how Singapore is a good location to hire from 
- Branding and marketing à logo needs to communicate on students and Singapore 
- MUST NAIL THE EXPERIENCE FIRST!! 
- Keep in mind the target user for the system 
- Pivotal tracker is kind of like a geeky design but the jsp softens it a little à can do something 

like this 
 

- Chris knows students who have their own IT businesses à cognitive surplus à can help find the 
students, but means we have to find the companies to get involved 
 

- Think through what this site can do à elevator pitch 
 

- Need to show any requirements to get paid à e.g. hold a Singaporean Paypal account?  
o Think about where the commissions are 

 
- Chris thinks it’s harder to shout out to the buyers/SMEs to use the system 

 
 
Business model: 
Buyers 
(friction in between both) 
Sellers/students 
 
 
Colour scheme: 
Something that says students/Singapore 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON  
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

1. To meet up with Chris to show all the UI pages (if cant get ppt 
prototype, paper prototype is fine) All Next Monday, 

1pm 



 

2. To send Chris an email reminder for Next Monday’s meeting Fidelis Today 


